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Abandoned Planet
By Andre Govia,

Carpet Bombing Culture December 2014, 2014. Hardcover. Condition: New. 'Abandoned Planet'
showcases the haunting poetry of these spaces and takes you on an journey through a world most
will never see. The pathos, the magic, the profound sadness of each image invites you to
contemplate not only the eventual failure of all human endeavour but also that difficult to describe,
indistinct yearning for a world less civilised, a nostalgia for wild spaces - for a life less tame. The
images within Abandoned Planet have been selected from the archives of photographer Andrew
Govias work from travels to 800 locations around the world. These photographs represent the most
hauntingly beautiful nightmares one could ever hope to encounter Revered by his peers within the
Urbex community, Govia is a legendary photographer of abandoned and decrepit buildings. Hes
taken his cinematic approach to photography to more than twenty countries, documenting our
Abandoned Planet in the process. His elegant photographs capture haunting and sometimes
downright creepy images, selected from hospitals, schools, houses, hotels and asylums, all frozen in
time. This unique collection follows the movements of a man who is both an intrepid explorer and
talented lensman.
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Reviews
This created ebook is wonderful. I could possibly comprehended everything out of this created e ebook. Its been designed in an remarkably easy way and is
particularly just after i finished reading through this ebook by which basically modified me, affect the way i believe.
-- Ver ner La ng wor th III
Very good e-book and beneficial one. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I am e ortlessly could get a pleasure of looking at a
written book.
-- Alphonso B ea ha n
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